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First UJI exchange students come to Shawnee State
MACK

w. SHELTON, JR.

S

L to R-Lidia Teruel, Dr. John Lorentz and Elia Olucha Sansano
photo by Mack Shelton, Jr.

UC I REPORTER
hawnee State University welcomed the first
group of students from
Castellon, Spain, in
Winter Quarter 1998.
Lidia Teruel, 21, and Elia
Olucha Sansano, 23, are the first
students from Universitat James
I, or University of James I, to
participate in the student exchange
program from Castellon, Spain.
Part of that university's curriculum is for eaeh student to take
English courses and to spend
some time in an English-speaking
country. Until now, most students
went to England, Belgium ~d
areas of the U1,1ited States.
The student exchange program
with Spain was initiate.d last spring
by SSU President Dr. Clive Veri
and Dr. Frank Byrne, who went
to Castellon to meet with the
directorofthe UniversityofJames
I. During the summer, the Center
for International Programs and
Activities, CIPA, was founded
and played a major role in bring-:-,
ing Teruel and Sansano to SSU.
Headed by Dr. John Lorentz;
CIPA helped in the finaliz.ationof
details and passports. "CIPA
coordinates all international cd.ivities and played a significant role
• SEE SPANISH ON PAGE 4

The Voice of the Students-Page 3
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Suggestions sought by
Presidential·Committee

T

he Presidential Search
Advisory Committee
held its first me.eting on
Jan. 7, 1998. The
committee members are seeking
University community comments
on the qualities, character, and
experience which Shawnee State
University should seek in its next
president. Responsibilities and
duties of the president include:
building and leading SSU to its
aspirations and goals; articulating
an educational philosophy that
encompasses technical, professional, and liberal arts study and
balancing the ideals of scholarship,
practice and service; understanding the importance of student
services and programs beyond
~he classroom; supporting the

growth of the SSU faculty; being
assessable to the University
community; developing systems
to appoint, support and retain
qualified staff; working actively
with the Board of Trustees and
the Board of Regents; supporting initiatives that address the
marketing, enrollment and public
relation needs of the University;
and promoting creative and
cooperative relationships with
all aspects of Portsmouth's
community. A complete draft
position overview and specifications may be reviewed on
the World ·wide Web at
http://president.shawnee.edu or
you may request a printed copy
of the position overview by
contacting Stephen P. Donohue,

Coordinator, Presidential Search
Advisory Committee.
Any comments you would like
the Committee to consider with
regard to the qualifications of the
next President, the search process or any other matters about
which.you think the committee
should be concerned may
be brought to their attention by
contacting ~me of the following
constituency representatives:
Suza'n ne Shelpman, Liz
Chrisman, Styli~os Hadjiyannis,
Vickie Stacy, Christopher
Murphy, or Steve Donahue. Suggestions can also be sent to:
Stephen Donohue, Coordinator,
Presidential Search Advisory
Committee, 940 Second Street,
Portsmouth, OH 45662.

Career and Placement Office
to sponsor annual Job Fair

A nnually,

the Office of to interview as well. In order to Fair in particular. Several workCareer and Place- interview, a student must (1) com- shops are scheduled to assist
ment Services spon- pose a resume, (2) submit the students ii). this regard. Presently,
sors a Job Fair resume to the Office of Career workshops in resume writing,
designed to bring Shawnee State and Placement Services, and cover letter composition, and
University students and employ- (3) register for an interview(s). interviewing skills are being
ers together. Students are given Registration is accomplished by conducted (see page 5 for the
an opportunity to talk with visiting the Office of Career and workshops' schedules). It is
employersabouttheirproducts, Placement Services, located on highly recommended that students
services and personnel needs. In the first floor of the Commons planning to interview at the Job
addition, students about to Building, on Feb. 1 through Fair attend all three workshops.
Students desiring further inforgraduate have an opportunity to Feb. 20. Students may sign up
actually interviewwithcompany to interview with several mation regarding the Job Fair or
representatives.
company representatives.
the job search process are
It is important for students to encouraged to visit or call the
Students nearing graduation
should definite} y plan to attend prepare themselves·for the job Office of Career and Placement
the Job Fair. Most should plan search task in general, and the Job Services, 355-2213.
~ - - - - - - -- - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. . . .
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Will new interstate give Shawnee
State a second ch8nce?

I'

ANDY ROBERTS

_ ~" . UC I CoNTRisuroR
With the construction offuterstate 73n4 soon to begin cutting
a swath right through the Portsmoutharea,SouthernOhionow
has an opportunity for economic
growth not seen in decades. If all
goes well, Southern Ohio may be
able to shed the stigma of being a
seat of poverty in America. If
SSU would play its hand right, it
could well become a large,
respected institution. However,
there will be some important
changes that need to take place
to remove the "country bumpkin"
annosphere. And, seeing as how
• Iamaknow-it-aJ!bigshot,I'lllist
themforyou:

Dormitories

Can't complain about them
enough! The local student mar_ket is "tapped out." To acquire
new students, SSU will have to
look abroad. This should be easy
enough once Portsmouth
becon:ies a main stop on the
Interstate 73/74 highway. To
attract these students, SSU had
better be able to present some
impressive housing. The hovels
formerly known as Celeron
Square are just not good enough.
Not having decent student housing is an embarrassment to SSU.

Attitude and Efficiency
The administrative atti~de

.,..

should definitely change to supportalargerstudentbody. Things
such as a three hour wait in front
ofthe Financial Aid office, moontains of paperwork, and visits to
dozens ofdifferent offices should
be unfounded.rumors, not something that happens every quarter.
:·Students do not particularly
-~appreciate shoddy service, and
those that SSU are attempting to
· attractasitgrows,becausethey

are not locals, do have a choice
as to where they gain their
education.
·

Sports Teams

Students love, for some
reason, cheering for their
college's sports teams. Granted
we already support basketball,
baseball, tennis, soccer, and
volleyball, but we lack a football
team. Ohio, by definition, loves
football . Where's our team?
Granted we can't compete
· against.OSU, still SSU definitely
needs a football team-if for
no othet reason than the free
advertisement.

these factors come together to
make a twisted place that is not
at all cozy, or a place I'd like to
call "home" for atleast four years.

Website

SSU's website is dull. With its
drab institutional blue and gray,
and nearly complete lack of
pictures, it is almost an embarrassment. As use of the World
Wide Web expands, people will
begin to take advantage of its
ease. SSU should very much
consider changing its dry, textbook-like website to something
a little more flashy and eye catching (by the way, "flashy and eye
Appearance
catching'' doesn't mean "fill it with
SSU looks-for lack of a animated graphics"-it means
better term-odd.
designing it well).
First, the architectural
However, all is
styles clash from
notbadatSSU. This
building to building.
small college does
TheAdvancedTechhave several positive
nology Center, the
aspects that should
University Center and
not be ignored or
the Library match.
forgotten as it grows.
TWO
Kricker Hall, the
These are the atAlliedHealthBuilding
tributes I applaud,
and the Natatorium
and desire to see
match. Massie stands looking maintained here at SSU.
impressive, but is still dwarfed by
Facilities
the monstrous, hideous CFA.
SSU has marvelous facilities.
Secondly, at the "entrance to The amount ofcomputers, equipcampus" (that means those eight men t and space is almost
concrete pylons I complain about astounding. Colleges of compaso often), visitors are greeted with rable size that I have visited all
ijgravel, pothole-filled parking lot across this nation do not come
(something else I complain about close to the 'q uality of SSU's
often). Though it is too late to facilities, with the easily allowable
reconstruct all the buildings on exception of the Library.
campus to match each other, this
Faculty
is something future builders
SSU's faculty is among the
should take into consideration. most caring I've ever seen. This
The trees in front of Massie are in itselfis amazing. I believe it to
pruned in the worst possible way, be mostly due to the very small
making sure they cast no shade student/instructor ratio. At larger
to create a nice place to sit, and institutes it is not unheard of to
looking like overgrown Q-tips have hundreds of students in one
sticking ou! of the mud. All of class. I believe we may have

MY

CENTS

courses here at SSU that allow
up to 50 students at maximum.

Student Freedom

The large universities I have
attended carried with them the
oppressive weight of a huge
bureaucracy. While SSU has a
bureaucracy of its own, it is by
no means too large and oppressive to manage. Students and
.student organizations are allowed
freedoms such as choosing odd
courses and undertaking projects
very important to life at SSU (not
to brag, but an example is the
Shawnee State Computer
Society's futemet Cafe takeover,
something I wouldn't have even
attempted at, say, Rider Univer-'
sity in New Jersey).

Useful Courses

Shawnee State offers degrees
that allow graduates to quickly
find careers that pay enough to
begin an adult life. With departments such as Allied Health,
Business, and Engineering, students are offered educations that
will give them the ability to take
on the high-salary jobs of the
future. These courses are quite
good, and even somewhat well
known. As an example: a friend
of mine in California asked me
where I went to college, and
when I told him, he asked if that
was the school that had the big
';plastics pro.gram."
With attention given to t~SCJ"
areas, fixing the bad and continuing the good, SSU will grow with
the changes coming to Southern
Ohio in the future-and maybe
gain students and employees-.
Ifyou would like to learn more
about the Interstate 73/74
project, I suggest the following:
www.zoomnet.net/~i73i74 or
www.yahoo.com (search for
"futerstate 73").

_University Center hours need to be
:·extended t·o accommodate students
'

ANDY RoBERTS, ERic Cox, AND

' MAcx SHELTON, JR.
' UC I CoNTR1stJT0Rs
Shawnee State University has
; long been proud of the fact that
i· it supports "non-traditional"
' students. Non-traditional students
are those that are either not full. time,olderthan26yearsofage,
· not working toward a specific
degree, still in high school, or
taking a night schedule. Many
degree fields support a n_ight
curriculurn.,withclassesthatdon't
conclude before 11 p.m. However, many buildings on campus
close well before this time. Ever
try to get a sandwich from the
cafeteria at the 9 p.m. break from
your Electronics l class, or any
other evening class for that
matter? You can't. The cafeteria
dosed two hours ago.
Exactly why is it that SSU rolls
up its sidewalks at sundown
whenthereisstillquiteabitof
activity on campus? We hear
excuses of''lackoffunding" and

wordstotheeffectofkeepingthe
'<undesirable dumpster divers"
out, but this seems only to amount ·
to locking the buildings to keep
the vampires at bay. Or is it the
samelogicofhavingaparkinglot
that looks like a super-cross race
track right at the main entrance
to the campus? Or having· our
"dorms" looking like a HUD
Project on the South Side of
Chicago?
The only excuse that seems to
makesenseastowhytheyclose
theUniversityCenteratdusk(or
thereabouts) is the fact that there
are many important offices
containingsensitiveinfoonationin
the building. My question in
response to this answer is, "Why
· arethoseofficesthere?" Granted,
I, for one, am grateful that Financial Aid, the Registrar and the
Bursar are within 50 feet ofeach
other, so that when they send me
ontheShawneeShuffle,Idon't
havequitesofartowalk.
So here comes the reason for

thiseditorial:Whyinthenarneof
Almighty God, were these offices
put in the University Center in the
first place? Knowing beforehand
that these offices would require
the U.C. tobeshutdownsoearly,
why was this move even considered? Was.that the intended goal?
We'renotcomplainingaboutthe
missingthirdfloorofthe U.C., or
the fact that the blueprints for the
building call forit to be facing the
opposite direction, we are just
pointing out the fact that the
UniversityCenter'sstudentfacili~
ties (which are quite good) have
the business hours of the average
kindergarten classroom.
Let's compare SSU to other
institutions of higher learning. First
ofall,theirdormitoriesdon'tlook
like something from the set of a
Candyman sequel. Secondly, real
dormitories have something like
a "rec room" in them. Take Ohio
State' s Taylor Tower for
instance: in the basement is a
giant screen television, several

battered video games, a pool
table, a foosball game, two air
hockey tables, many booths and
card tables, ping-pong tables and
even some vending machines. All
ofthese are accessible at any time
of day for the residents and their
guests. SSU's dormitories don't
have any of this. The only comparable facility on campus is the
University Center, when it isn't
closed. ,
Granted, the University
Center has greatly improved due
to the work of people such as
Dave Edwards (Director, Student
Activities) and Al Hanson
(Coordinator,Yniversity Center
Operations). Their work goes
largely unappreciated due to the
lack of time to enjoy it. So, if
goofing off is your thing, I'd
suggest checking out the facilities
in the University Center. They are
quite good. And maybe, .if
interest skyrockets, they might
keep the building open a tad
more often.

Jan.Z0,1998

ssu·s mascot
remains nameless
THoM CHALFAN
UC I CONTRIBUTOR
·Shawnee State's mascot is
often seen by many students
walking across campus. I have
to say "Shawnee State's mascot"
because, at my least to my knowledge, the Bear still does not have
a ·name. Why does SSU still
have an unnamed mascot? I
recall that there was.a contest last
year to name the Bear, bm still
there is no name for it. ~hy?
Could it be because it was made
clear that a unisex name was preferredforourmascotandnoone
could come up with one?
Maybe SSU can have two
mascots; one male and one
female. The Bears could then be
named separately. Personally I
think Buster and Babs would be
nice ... oh,Iforgot,thosenames·
have already been taken. When
I brought up the idea recently to
somefriends,someonesuggested
that we have three Bears; a
Mama Bear, a Papa Bear, and a

Baby Bear. This would be somewhat appropriate because there
are many non-traditional students
atSSU. Havingthreebearsmight
bring up some issues about
premarital sex or family values, so
maybe we shouldn't go there.
If we really want to be PC,
maybe we should have Bears of
different colors. Our Bear is
brown, what about the black
bear? And let's not forget about
the polar bear, that one is often
discriminated against when
schools have bears as mascots.
We should also l~k at having
Bears of different religions,
national origins, and sexual
preferences and a handicapped
bear would be nice.
It really should not be.hard to
name a mascot. Most mascots I
have seen have been named
before or shortly after their intro~uction. Let's just name it Buster
or Buck or _ _ _ (fill in the
blank), and get it done. Just
PLEASE don't name it Barney!

. Goodbye, John!

As our readers may have noticed, our ad manager has
changed this issue. Due to the business of his schedule, John
Paul has been forced to leave the Chronicle. To John, we'll
miss you. To Mack Shelton, Jr., our new ad manager, welcome
back. Mack was the editor-in-chief last year, and comes back
to us as a reporter, photographer, and ad manager.
Thanks goes to John for the wonderful job he did for the
past year and a half.

940 Second St., Portsmouth, Ohio 45662
(614) 355-2278 news desk• (614) 355-2502 ad sales

Lori Ferrell
Editor-in-Chief

William Cassidy
Assistant Editor.

Mack W. Shelton, Jr.
Ad Sales Manager/Reporter
Dr. Stylianos Hadjiyannis
Editorial Content Advisor

Dave Edwards
Business Advisor

CONTRIBUTORS

Thom Chalfan
Eric Cox
Andy Roberts

31111.lJ.er.e lnu ran 1Jiinh llts •••
University Center - First floor by Information Desk;
stand also located in futernet Cafe
Library - Just past the entrance
·Massie Hall - Lobby in front of Student Success Center
Commons - In front of President's office
Advanced Technology Center - In front of main entrance
Kricker Hall - First floor, before the faculty offices
Health Sciences - Second floor, by vending machines
Center for the Arts - Inside double doors, east entrance
Office Annex - Bottom floor, outside Chronicle office
· Athletic Center - First floor; by vending machines;
stand also located adjacent to N atatorium

Editor's note. ..

To submit Letters To the Editor or articles, please e-mail text tQ
LAJFERREU or leave at our office in the Facilities Building.
Remember, letters printed in the Chronicle are printed exactly as
we get them. Please make sure you checkfor legibility and spelling and grammatical errors before sending. Thank you.

Policy Goodness: The University Chronicle is the official student-run newspaper of Shawnee State University. You can't lose when

you choose to use the news and views of the students. So that's what we do. Views expressed within these pages could be, but then
again, may not be the views of the Chronicle staff or the adviser. While we're happy to print letters and news releases we receive, we
reserve the right not to print them,,so there!
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WILLIAM C~IDY

UC I ASSISTANT EDFTOR

"My friends, we are all interested in the future for that is where
you and I will spend the rest of
our lives. And my friends, future
events ·such·as these will affect
you, in the future ..."
Criswell's open~ng line in Ed
Wood's bad movie masterpiece
Plan 9from Outer Space says it
all. Lousy, confusing, overly
dramatic dialogue delivered by
mediocre.actors fillsall ofWood's
films. Ludicrous plots combined
with horrible special effects make
for movies so bad you can't stop
watching them. One documentary about Wood says this about
his flicks: "Like a car wreck,
they're grotesquely fascinating."
And now, thanks to director Tim
BurtDn, you can learn exactly how
''the worst director of all time" did
it (thankfully, Burton's directing is
far better than Wood's).
Ed Wood received a fair
amount of critical acclaim and
certainly had an audience, but
there's a good chance you may
have missed it. Seeing as how
Ed Wood, the determined but
unappreciated writer/creator, is
kind of a mascot (or role model,
depending on how you look at it)

for the University Chronicle, I with rejection and misunderstandthought I'd better give this movie ing. Depp masterfully recreates
a good recommendation. It's well the rejected-but-not-dejected
worth seeing-B~on really is an Wood, an eternal optimist who
excellent director-and ifyou've refuses to stop working. This
already seen it, it's worth another portrayal of Wood is accurate as
far as the movie goes; however,
video rental.
This movie takes its inspiration the movie does not tell of Wood's
from "Nightmare of Ecstasy," a subsequent decline into poverty,
biography of Wood written by alcoholism, and pornographic
Rudolph Grey. Armed with the filmmaking. Butleavingthatout
information in Grey's book, was a wise decision; Wood is
director Burton creates the per- better remembered as the easyfeet atmospher-e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ going guy he
for a quirky - OUICI<; l:>1:1'1:til:,-.CI:
wasinhisyouth.
IDLE: Ed Wood
Depp, howmovie about a
DIRECTORS: Tim Burton
quirky movie
STARS: Johnny Depp, Martin
ever, is not the
director in the Landau, Sarah Jessica Parker, Lisa only good actor
1950s. Burton Marie, Joffrey Jones, Bill Murray in this film.
filmed it blackRATING:
Martin Landau
and-white-a
turns in one of
marvelous touch-and with his best performances as the
clever casting, filming, and a great ex-horror star Bela Lugosi, who
"B" movie-esque soundtrack, we befriends Ed as both men try to
almost feel as ifwe' re watching a make it in an uncaring Hollypiece of Ed Wood's work (that wood. I've heard rumors that
is, until we realize we're watch- Landau will reprise his Lugosi rule
·
ing agoodmovie).
in a biographical film about the
The film chronicles what may late star ofDracula, but I don't
sadly be considered the pinnacle know if they're true. I do know
of Wood's career-his rise from that I would pay to see it.
Sarah Jessica Parker (who
the transvestite docudrama Glen
or Glenda? to the science-fiction plays Dolores Fuller), Bill Murray
disasterpiece Plan 9. Through it (Bunny Breckinridge), Lisa Marie
all, Wood (Johnny Depp) is faced (Vampira), and Jeffrey Jones
0

/1) /
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In this week's column, I am
going to review the only ''bar and
grill" in town, Damon's.
I'm from Columbus where the
bar and grill type restaurants
abound. Since I love this type of
eating establishment, I was
disappointed when ·1 came to
Portsmouth and found only
Damon's, I'd never eaten there
before my college days, so I was
pleasantly surprised at their food,
but not their prices.
Damon's food, in general, is

A

"Educating the staff on the correct
proceduresowedon'thavetomake

-
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by Mack W. Shelton, Jr.
(Criswell) also deliver first-rate
performances. Each ofthese stars
s Shawnee State University continues to grow, many students
faced a difficult challenge in porhave state4 that certain areas can be improved. One area is the
traying real people, some of
Office
of Financial Aid. To the following question, this is what.the
whom are still living. But each
star carries off their part wonder- students of SSU have to say:
fully. The makeup artists deserve
,low can SS'll improve tne
special credit for making Lisa
Offic~ of !Financial .?Lia for tlie stutfents?
Marie and George "The Animal"
Steele look so much like Vampira
''There needs to be more cross-training
and Tor Johnson. And I had to
to handle the questions of the students
remind myselfthat Martin Landau
instead of making them wait for one
was not really Bela Lugosi.
person to return." -Heather Brown
One other aspect of the movie
deserves mentioning: theauthenticity of the sets. There is never
one moment where you don't feel
like you're seeing the· 1950s. The
recreated movie sets are abso"The staff just needs to be more
lutely perfect-those Styrofoam
informed about everything. You don't
tombstones look like they came
know there is a problem until they
right from an Ed Wood set. Bela
send
these forms out when it is too
Lugosi's house actually ha,d a
late to correct." -Eric Cox
room protruding from its front
which is not seen in this movie,
"I've had no problem with what they're
but that's about the only fault I can
doing because [Financial Aid] doesn't
finl Burton certainly took some
affect me. They just need to be more
liberties with history (Lugosi was
friendly, it doesn't take anything to
actually still married when he met
smile
and be polite." -.Karri Skaggs
Wood, and he did complete drug
rehabilitation), but all in all, this is
an accurate and funny recreation
of the life and times of Edward
D. Wood, Jr. I give this movie
fourUFOs.

J ~ ~ · ./
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pretty good. Their chicken strips
have a unique breading I've yet
to find elsewhere, their hamburgers are decent, and,judging from
the way my friends gobble up their
onion loaf and ribs, the rest of
their food is also of high quality.
The milkshakes are the best
around, since they seem to use
real milk (a thing not often heard
of in this fat-free day and age).
There is a lot of variation on how
well they cook the food, at least
where the chicken strips, my

_ _.
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_Tl.;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--1
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favorite, are concerned. Sometimes, they are just right and other
times, they are close to burnt. 'The
most variation occurs when the
food is ordered to go. In the few
times I've gotten a "doggie bag,"
the food has been shoddily
prepared.
The one thing I don't like about
Damon's is the price. The food is
more expensive than other bar
and grills and you get less of it. If
you want to get a full meal, it
would be wiser to opt for one of

l.;vu••

the more standard fast-food
operations, like Burger King or
McDonald's. Damon's does have
a card where if you buy so many
lunches, you get one free. However, it is only good for lunch, and
not the bigger and better dinner
menu. If the prices were lower, I,
for one, would eat there much
more often.
Damon's is a decent place to
get a plate of ribs, but I still can't
help wishing Applebee's would
move in.

It pays to advertise!
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OF VALUE

• WATCHES
• JEWELRY

L<x:ATED IN THE LOWER LEVEL OF MASSIE HALL
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• STEREOS
• MUSICAL
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• TYPEWRITERS
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Dial-Up Internet Accounts
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Stop by to sign up for an account or if you have any other
questions or computing needs or just to say hello!!
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"Attitude adjustment. We're
all consumers and we can go
' elsewhere."-Amy Ewing

Models Needed Immediately
Swimwear, Glamour, Fashion
'

Great Income Potential
For more information, call

(740) 372-3935
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''I called and the phone rang and rang,
but when I stand in line for hours I
never hear the phone ring. Do they
unplug the phones?" -Jackie White
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-t:.J

.

Stop by the Office of
Counseling and Psychological
Services or call 355-2213

ti

Ad sellers wanted

• 10 percent commissions available •
E-mail mwlshelton or call 355-2502 to apply ,

Portsmouth's onlyprem.ium. Cigar shop

Specializes in premium imported cigars!
614 Chillicothe Street• Portsmouth, OH 45662 • 614-353-7717 ot 1-888-218-0087
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Silhouette Corner

As always, the Silhouette and the Silhouette Corner
are your publishing outlets! So contact Kate Palguta
(extension 2525) ore-mail (kpalguta) if you feel
generous about sharing your w.riting.

The Greyhound Drops Off Yet Another Emotional Burden
by Tiffany Vincent

It was too nice a day to stay within the bounds of goodness. At
least that's what I tried to tell myself. I was up before the alann, and
I lay in bed waiting for it to go off, knowing he'd returned. No one
else seemed to notice. Mom was her usual self cooking breakfast
and planning lunch as I brushed past her to gi:ab my coat. She didn't
know. Dad didn't know either. I headed toward the door on my
way to catch the 8: 15 car into town.
And I knew I would see him.
I was walking out of the drugstore when he was suddenly around
me. Hugging and pressing and smiling and denying ever having
received my thick yellow envelopes stuffed with letters and photographs. I pushed him away for a moment, like my mother did to my
cousins when she told them how much they'd grown. This I could've
told him, but I pulled him back to me without a word. He was still the
same, only a little broader and a lot hairier. He had decided to
grow a beard in his time away, and I could think nc:ithing but good
thoughts of it.
It was so nice, so nice to hold hands and lock eyes and lean into
his jacket as we walked toward K's Restaurant. These are the things
you miss when you' re alone, and we had both been alone. He held
the door open for me and we chose a booth in the back. There were
so many questions.
"How long have you been out?"
''A couple of months maybe."
"Why didn't you stop by town earlier?''
"I don't know." He looked down at the table.
"Billy." He looked back up. "Was it hard?"
"It was prison, Edith."
I didn't know what to say. I couldn't stand his face then,just as I
, couldn't stand it before. The first time; the police knocked on my
door wondering where he was. It would always last for a moment,
this not standing, and then I would follow the line of his hand to his
arm to his face. Only this time I stopped. On his arm was a spot of color.
"A tattoo?'' I rolled the patch of blue and yellow skin between my
tJngers.
.
I
, "A friend gave it.toTM. Ifs a shooting star."
"It's pretty." I pulled my hlllld back and studied my fingernails. I
had to make conversation. "How did you get out so soon?"
"Good behavior."
''But I thought the earliest parole hearing you were eligible for was
in two years."
"Good behavior." He looked up at me again; I would not push the
issue.
''Do you want to talk about it?"
He sighed. "I knew it would be like this."
"Like what?" I was beginning to get angry.
"You have no idea where I've been and where I am now."
"You were in prison, and now you' re here, with me."
"Close your eyes." I could feel him move closer and then his
thumbs were on my eyelids. "Are you ready?" I nodded, and the
thumbs pushed lightly down and
Explosion.

Colors, shapes, and light all appeared on the backs of my eyelids.
He took his hands away, and I opened my eyes. The shapes became
afterimages and faded into his face.
"That is my world, Edith, and it's with me all the time. I don't have
to shut my eyes to see it; it's always there."
"You were on drugs?"
"No, no." He flapped his arms either in disgust or frustration.
"You don't understand. I became more aware. I studied myself. I
learned things. I expanded. I was forced to tum my eye inside
because I dido't want to see the outside."
"You don't think all prisoners do that?"
"You' re still not getting it. It was me. I discovered this. God, the
things I've seen.... You just wouldn't understand."
"Understand what? What do I have to know? Do I have to place
a man's mouth on the curb and kick him until his teeth fall out? Do I
have to shove a gun into the chest of a store clerk? Do I need
sentenced to five years in prison? You think you 're so different. You
think...." I stopped. The anger in me was a ball. I wanted to make
him explain, to shake the explanation from him. But he was no longer
looking at me or listening to me but was staring across the restaurant
at the dark pits of oil where the potatoes were fried.
I couldn't help but roll my eyes at him. "You think you're better?
You think you 're different? Of course you' re different, you robbed,
you ...."
"Not better, no, different. I've gone through so many changes,
and I need to go through so many more. I'm leaving Conover again,
and I was going to ask you to go with me."
"Leaving..." It was what I'd always wanted. I wanted to leave
the day he'd decided to knock off the liquor store. I wanted to leave
the night he beat my neighbor. I'd told him I had money. But it didn't
matter. He needed to get money of his own. And now we were to
leave. "I can't," I said. And all the things that would've let me go then
became the things that told me not to go now. He nodded. It was
what he'd expected, his o.tfer 4P.- ~P»'~ fe fre. I could look at him
no longer, and we finished our saildw1dies and headed onto the street
"I'm going now, and you won't be able to find me."
"Where are you going?"
"Somewhere. California.''
"You did break out."
"I had to. There are things...."
"Yes there are."
He laid his head on my shoulder and then walked toward the
station.
The police came later in the day. Morn was surprised to hear that
Billy had been back in town. "And on such a nice day," was all she
could say. ·The police only wanted to know ifl had any idea where
he had gone.
''California."
That night the stars that were Orion's belt crossed my window. I
made a decision to see how long I could go without a boy. If Billy
doesn't come back, I think I'll keep it.

Spanish ~tudents co~e to SSU
.,_

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

in bringing Elia and Lidia to
Shawnee State," said Lorentz.
In the 15 days they have been
here, they have yet to be homesick. Their typical day starts at
7:30 a.rn. with exercises, cl~s,
going to the library, more classes
and library time and meeting
people on campus, then ending
their day at midnight. Teruel is
taking sixteen credit hours.this
quarter and Sansano is taking 20
along with their 125 credit hours
per year degree requirements from
UJI, and to add to their busy
schedules both have managed to
find time to learn to drive.

"I love classes here," said
Teruel, 'They go by so fast. I was
really astonish~ that all our compositions are done with computer.
It's a new thing for us." Sansano
agreed, "In Spain, it's all lectures,
go to class and take notes. Here
everyone participates. The
instructor lectures and the
students comment and talk about
the subject." They also added that
in Spain they go to class at 8 a.rn.
and straight through until 3 p.rn.
without any breaks.
There was no culture shock
for them when they first arrived.
Teruel had visited Vermont last
summer for a month of relaxation

and Sansano said that there are a
lot of similarities between Spain
and the U.S. However, they are
finding ~outhem Ohio slang a little
difficult to learn.
Upon graduating, Teruel plans
to become a Spanish teacher
while Sansano wants to be a
translator in Belgium or Ireland.
"I just like traveling to new
places," said Sansano.
This summer, SSU plans to
send five applicants to Castellon,
Spain. Anyone interested in the
participating in the program should
contact Dr. Lorentz or stop by
the CIPA office in Commons,
room 130.

Shawnee to returr
to Middle Ages
MACK

W.

SHELTON,

UC I REPORTER

JR,

When asked why the Society
for Creative Anachronism should
come to Shawnee State University, ceramics student Gary Toller
said, "Why not?" Two years ago
the SCA was to start at SSU.
Now Toller and his wife are
going to make sure it gets started
"Mostmajoruniversities and colleges have a SCA on their campus, and a lot of people around
here would enjoy it," commented
Toller.
After its first tournament in
1966, the Society for Creative
Anachronism was incorporated in
1968 in Berkeley, California.
Since then the SCA has grown
to span the world with fifteen
kingdoms. Ohio is in the Kingdom of the Middle and Toller and
his group, the Incipient Canton,
hope SSU will be the newest
campus to join the Kingdom.
The SCA is a not only~ group
of people but a living history. The
period of history covered by the
SCA is from the year 400 to
1600. People joining the SCA
can pick which time period to live
in and from which ethnicity they
are from: Asian, Roman, Scottish.
Spanish. African, English, French.
or any area from the "old world."
Members take their roles seriously. After researching their
name and coat of anns, tlley regi.ster with the SCA; ''trademarking" their identity. Their attire is
solely handmade either by the
member or others in the group.
Everything pertaining to the SCA
is hand-crafted. Swords and
knives are all created by hand as
with annor and other protective
gear, musical instruments, trinkets,
furniture, and jewelry. Members
then become part of the group
along with certain responsibilities.
Toller describes himself as a
"lowly grunt" while his wife,
Rebecca, is the group's "deputy
exchequer," or treasurer.
'1t's fun and we get to meet all
kinds of people," said Rebecca

Toller. "Doctors, lawyers, tru
drivers, everyone from all wal
oflife join the SCA."
The Queen of the Incipie
Canton is Anne Stratton, wl
prefers to go by her register
name "Lady Anne Greye" duriJ
the meetings. "When people a
me what the SCA is all about
just tell them it's a cross betw
history and Monty J!ython ai
the Holy Grail," comment
Greye. She went on to expl
that every six months. most oft
kingdoms have a big tourname1
The winner becomes the Crov
Prince or Princess. The Penm
War, which is the national co
vention, has about 9,000 peop
and lasts two weeks. Battles ti
into different categories like w
battles, light and heavy weapo
battles, and fencing. Up to 2,Q
people participate in the battle
''Before anyone can fight in t
battle they must complete
weapons training course," sta
Toller. Safety is a main conce
in the SCA. Before a mernb
can fight, he must wear the prop
protective gear, and the weapo
are padded. "Rules are stric
he added, "for conduct, chi val
and honor on and off the battl
field." Field referees deterrni
who is killed during the battles
make sure safety is observe
Rebecca Toller pointed out th
the fighting is based on an hon
system; a
to the head i
'kill,' so the member falls
later walks off the field.
Membership is free, but to ta
place in the fighting a fee
required. The SCA is a nonpro
organization and the fees are f
covering costs and insurance
the conventions.
Meetings on campus are fr
7:30 to roughly 9 p.m. on
second Monday of e;:tch rnon
in the Vern Riffe Center for
Arts, room 203, and in ti
Ironton Public Library from 7::
to 9 p.m. on the fourth Mon
of the month. The next camp
meeting will be on Feb. 9.

blow

Kentucky State ·Concer
Choir to appear on campu
CAROLYN STUBBS

ssu COORDINATOR, SPECIAL NEEDS

The Kentucky State University Choir, from Frankfurt, Ky.,
will be appearing at the Vern Riffe
Center for the Arts on Sunday,
Feb. 8 at 4 p.m. The choir is
under the direction of Dr. Carl
Smith and tours anm,rn.lly throughout the United States. They have
been featured on radio and
television on numerous occasions
including "A Choral Documentary" which was featured on
Gennan Television in the 1980s.

The.choir has performed with
the Louisville, Lexington, and
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestras
and has performed in other countries including Canada and the
Bahamas. The choir will be
competing in the 17th American
Negro Spiritual Festival which will
be held March 22 at the Cincinnati Music Hall and at the HBCU
Cheral Festival "Extravaganza in
Black," which will be held in Las
Vegas, Nevada, on March
23-26. The choir will be defending its first place title.

The choir performance
being sponsored by the Edmm
Kricker Lecture Series, ti
Student Succe~s Center and tl
Vern Riffe Center for the A
The performance is part
Shawnee State.University Bia
History Month Celebration.
For more information onever1
on the events planned for Bla
History Month, see the schedu
on page 5 or contact C'1!0l)
Stubbs in the Student Succe
Center at 355-2276.

Thanks Scioto County for Voting Us #1

Larry Moore Sporting Goods
304 Chillicothe Street

353-1917

For ALL your sporting good needs-Trophies _& Plaques - Monogramming - T-Shirts - Uniforms - Screenprinting - Lettering
We also do Greek printing
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Bears strong at Rio Grande, Urbana
Women score two victories; men lose two, win one
The #3 ranked Shawnee State
University women's basketball
team crushed the #17 ranked
Mid-Ohio Conference rival
Urbana University 88-60 on
Th~y. Jan. 8. The Bears used
astrongfirsthalf.todointheLady
Blue Knights by outscoring them
56-22 in the half. Junior forward
Erica ~ayes led the B~ars with a
double-double, scoring 21 points
and grabbing 10 rebounds. Other
Shawnee players scoring in .
double figures were junior guard
Brandi Munn with 15, sophomore
centerBrandiBakerwith 12, and
sophomore guard Kelli Smith
with 11 .
Urbana had three players
score in double figures. They
were Jamie Myher with 18 and
Krista Walton and Molly
Mahaffey with 11 . Myher also
led Urbana with seven rebounds.
For the game, Shawnee out
shot Urbana 57 percent to 38
percent and out rebounded them
48 to 32.
On the weekend of Jan. 10,
the SSU men's basketball team
lost two games to Malone

College and Walsh University.
On Saturday, Jan. 10, Shawnee (3-7, 2-3 MOC) traveled to
Malone (9-6, 3-0 MOC) a·nd
came away with a 70-59 loss.
Brooks Fry came off the bench
to lead the Bears in scoring
with 13 and Kirk Ruggles with
10. Travis Hale was Shawnee's
leading rebounder with 13.
For Malone,
Jim Lambert led
four Pioneers in
double figures
with 14 points.
On Sunday,
the Bears stayed -..,::.:;,.e,;;
in Canton to face
#2 ranked Walsh
U n i v e rs i t y .
Shawnee State
(3-8, 2-4 MOC) hung in tough
with Walsh ( 15-2, 3-0 MOC)
coming away with a 68-56 loss.
JamesMontlerledapairofBears
in double figures scoring 17
points, while Brooks Fry chipped
in with 12. Montlerwas also the
leading rebounder for Shawnee
with nine.
For Walsh, Kevin Verde came

Winter Quarter 1 ~98
SSU Library Workshops

off the bench to lead four Cavaliers in double figures with 14
points.
In Mid-Ohio Conference play
on Jan. 13, SSU men's and
women's basketball teams
swept the visiting Redmen and
Redwomen from Rio Granae.
In the women's game, Shawnee (12-2, 4-0 MOC) used
,, . a strong first half to defeat
Rio Grande (16-4,
5-2 MOC) 75-61.
• Sophomore center
Brandi Baker
' came off the
bench to lead four
· Bears in double
figures with 15
points. Other
players scoring in
double figures were junior center
Vernita Provitt with 13, junior
guard Brandi Munn with 13, and
junior guard Carrie Brisker with
10. Shawnee dominated the
Redwomen on the boards out
rebounding them 5-2 to 33.
For Rio Grande, Karley
Mohler led them in scoring and
rebounding with ·16 and 9.respec-

tively. The only other player to
score in double figures was
Carrie Carson with 13.
In the men's contest, Shawnee
State(4-8,3-4MOC)pulledoff
one of the biggest upsets in the
MOC this season with a 78-64
win over Rio Grande ( 11-6, 2-3
MOC). The Bears took a nine:.
point halftimeleadat35-26,then
outscored the Redmen 43-38 in
thesecondhalftopulltheupset.
Shawnee's junior center James
Montier dominated the game. He
led all scorers and rebounders
with20 points and 11 boards,and
also contributed six block shots.
Senior forward Kirk Ruggles led
three other Bears in double
figures with 16 points. Junior
guard Jason Kearns and sophomore guard Stefan Greene each
chipped in with 15 points.
Rio 6rande was led by Jason
Cruse and Jeremy May with 11
and 10 points respectively.
Cruse also led the Redmen with
nine rebounds.
Forinfonnationonupcoming
men's and women's games, see
the sports schedule to the right.
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Tuesday, January io

Ohio Domini~OME)

Friday, January 23

Malone (Away)

7:00

Saturday, January 24

Walsh (Away)

2:00

Tuesday, January 27

Tiffin (HOME)

7:00

Saturday, January 31

Urbana (Away)

2:00

Tuesday, February 3

Cedarville (Away)

7:00

Saturday, February 7

Malone (HOME)

2:00

Sunday, February 8

Walsh (HOME)

2-00

Tuesday, February IO

Rio Grande (Away)

5:30

Saturday, February 14

MVNC(HOME)

,:00

Tuesday, February 17

Ohio Dominican (Away)

Men's

7:30

Monday,January .26

Ohio Valley (HOME)

7:30

Thursday, January 29

Tiffin (HOME)

7:30

Saturday, January 31

Urbana (Away)

7:30

Tuesday, February 3

Wilmington (HOME)

7:30

Thursday, February 5

Cedarville (Away)

7:30

Saturday, February 7

Malone (HOME)

4:00

Sunday, February 8

Walsh (HOME)

4:00

Tuesday, February 10

Rio Grande (Away)

7:30

Saturday, February 14

Mt. Vernon Nazarene (HOME)

7:30

S~nday, February 15

Wilberforce (HOME)

2:00

Thursday, February 19

Ohio Dominican (Away)

7:~

Saturday, February 21

Ohio Valley (Away

2:30

·CAREER
WORKSHOPS

The Office of Career and Placement Services is offering
the following workshops during Winter Quarter:

Tuesdays 6 pm - Free Admission

Resume Writing Workshops

Vern Riffe Center for the Arts, Main Theater

Wednesday
Friday
Tuesday
Tuesday

Hosted and Organized by Hadjiyannis and Harris-Fain. Sponsored
by SSU's Center for International Programs and Activities (CIPA).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ANNOUNCING

0

12:00 p.m. - I :00 p.m. - Vern Riffe Center for
the Arts 319

A Live Reading of "A Raisin in the Sun" by
Lorraine Hansberry
Director: Vivian Mason, Assistant Professor, Theater
1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. - Vern Riffe Center for the
Arts, Kahl Studio Theater

South Africa: African Accomplishments under the
Yoke ofApartheid
Presenter: Shannon Lawson, Adjunct Professor, English
2:00 p.m. - 3:00- Massie Hall 208

Wednesday, February 18

Movie: "The Ghosts of Mississippi"

8:00 p.m. - Micklethwaite Banquet Hall

Thursday, February 19

Cultural Extravaganza: A Presentation of Cultural and
National Attires, Food, and Customs
7:00 p.m. - Micklethwaite Banquet Hall

Jan20

Personal Safety

Jan28

Enhancing Self-Esteem

Feb5

Avoiding Dating Violence

Feb-12

Anxiety Disorders

Feb 18

Depressive Disorders

Feb24

Interpersonal Skills Enhancement

Mar2

Controlling Anger

Mar 10

What Women and Men Need to
Know About Date
. Rape

All Workshops held 4 -5 pm in
Student Affairs Conference Room
OFFFRBJ BY11lE0FFICE OFCOUNSEUNGANDPSYCHOWGICALSERVJCES

•

January 21
January 2i
January 27
February 3

S - 6 p.m.
8 - 9 a.m.
1 2 p.m.
11 -12 p.m.

.

.

Gover Letter Gomposition Workshops

10:00 a.m. - Massie Hall 208

The Connection Between Appalachian Music and
Music in the African Tradition
Presenter: Dr. John Simon, Adjunct Professor, Music

II.Mi
Wilberforce (Away)

('Frar,,e)

(USA)

0

ketball

Chasin&: Butterflies

Feb. 24: Romeo and Juliet

0

7:00

MOC Tournament Dates - February 261 February 28, March 3

{ltaJy)

(~ussia, 1994 Os,ar ~ir)l?er)

0

TIME

Saturday, January 24

Feb. 17: Burnt by the Sun

0

\

DATE

(Arger,tir,a, 1985 Os,ar ~ir,r,er)

WORKSHOP E: Full text via SSU's Library Information
Network (workshop open to all)
Friday, February 27, 2:00-4:00-Massie 109

Race and Sports
Presenters: Dr. John Valentine, Associate Professor,
Philosophy; Jim Arnzen, Director, Athletics

0

sketball

DATE

Feb. 10: The Official Story

WORKSHOP D: Full text via SSU's Library Information
Network (workshop open to SSU faculty only)
Friday. February 20, 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. -Massie 109

Cultural Presentations:

0

Feb. 3:

WORKSHOP C: Arts and Humanities, Science, and Social
Science citation idexes
Friday. February 6, 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. -Massie 109

Thursday, February 12

0

Jan. 27: Bread and Chocolate

WORKSHOP B: Advanced features of BEARTRACK
Friday, January 23, 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. -Massie 109

Movie Presentation: "Rosewood"
8:00 p.m. - Micklethwaite Banquet Hall

0

t•RESEN'l,S

and

Wednesday, February 4

0

I:n.1'er:n.a-tio:n.a.l
F i I ~ Fes-ti,gaJ

The challenge of selecting from t~e array of information resources
made available throu~h the BEARTRACK GATEWAY can be mind
'o8~~Hi'g: if{fYio'r~ry t?otl'efing
youtci°learn whai;s
av'ailabfe and ho~ to fina what you rieed
class ass1gnmen\s
research. All wor),cshops are open to SSU students, faculty, and
staff. There is no charge to attend, but you are asked to register in
advance by calling 355-2323.

lo help

.

Women'

1

Friday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

January 23 10 -11 a.m.
January 27 3 - 4 p.m.
January 28 S - 6 p.m.
February S 11 -12 p.m.

Interviewing Skills Workshops

Friday
January 23
Thursday January 29
Wednesday February 4

Thursday

3·- 4 p.m.
1- 2 p.m.
S - 6.p.m.
Februarv 10 11 -12 p.m.

All workshops are heldin the Student Affairs
Conference Room, Commons Building, Room 101.

.
.
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SSU coach opens business
PuJLBONW

SSU SPORTS INFORMATION DIRECTOR

Longtime Shawnee S~ate
University assistant softball coach
Chuck Carpenter recently
announced his resignation in
: order to open his own business.
Carpenter has been an assistant
softball coach since the team was
started in the fall of 1988. During
his nine seasons, the team has won
six straight Mid-Ohio Conference
championships, two district
championships, a bi-district
championship, and have gone to
the NAlA National Tournament
four times finishing National
Runner-ups in 1996.
Carpenter was not only an
assistant coach for Shawnee, but
he did many other jobs for the
Athletic Department. He drove
1
, the bus, worked as the Sports
• Information Director, announced
basketball games when needed,

Tllls article will describe some ol the lUetJ pages you can e.:plore on the lUorld lUide Web.
Stop tiy the Internet [ale am! "uo aH m,1er the world."

http://www.lib.msu.edu/spddigitaVradicalism/
The Special Collections Division of Michigan State University Libraries has begun to scan
documents from the American Radicalism Collection and to make them available electronically. You
can access these digital images in two ways: Use the Alphabetical list or the subject list.
Carpenter and friend In front of Chuck's

and, in 1993, he received his
bachelor's degree from SSU.
"I will always be a fan of SSU
athletics," said Carpenter. "I will
continue to support then when
time allows."
When asked about his
experiences coaching at SSU,
Carpenter said, "Coaching softball for nine years was a learning
experience and a privilege. The
highlight of my coaching experi-

ence was playing for the national
chatnpionship."
'"The most fun I had coaching
was the first year when we
defeated Morehead State
University. We then went on to
win the district championship."
Carpenter's new business is a
restaurant and bar called
"Chuck's Off-Campus" on
Chillicothe Street in Portsmouth.

© William Cassidy

Directions: Unscramble the words below into the space
_provided. The letters in the circle (m) spaces, when
unscrambled, reveal an Internet phrase.
EMOH GEPA

r

r
I
I

_.

Qoat:J

..

BRASTEWEM

WORBERS

CAPSENTE

0

©

©

I

Answers to the previous

http://lcweb2.loc,gov/ammem/mcchtm.Vcorhome.html

~CRV~iJ ;::~

BEWISTE

n"twtor
is1
centennial of the Lllffllcy
has
for on-line display approximately 90 representative documents spanning from the 15th century to the
mid-nineteenth century. (Included are papers ofpresidents, cabinet ministers, members of Congre~,
Supreme Court justices, scientists and inventors, and other prominent Americans whose lives refl~t
our country's evolution.
)

http://www.nodepression.net/

I

RESOLUTIONS

h!W;!Lwww.variety.com/
Variety Magazine on-line- let's do lunch!

CRYPTO

A HIGHBROW IS A PERSON EDUCATED BEYOND HIS
INTELLIGENCE.
- BRANDER MATTHEWS

WAWBRECLER

HACT SILEN

e Loti Fem:11

CRYPTO
The c

UNTEES

to ram ame

Directions: Each letter below represents a different letter of the
alphabet. Decipher the letters to uncover a famous quotation.
Clue: R equals F.

DINCTIDAG

t

Here are some sample articles, regional features, and concert and album reviews from the
altemative-cou~try (whatever that is) music magazine.

Answer to the previous

'
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:CAMpus CoffEE_HousE
I
I BUY ONE COFFEE DRINK,
I
I
I

(II

1

GET A SECOND* FREE!
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Jennifer L. Moore

DVJ RYYT HDV HIBLBHBNM,

000.0000000.000
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CHAMPAGNE
AULD LANG SYNE
PROMISE
CHANGE
!IMES SQ.Y,ARE
CELEBRATION
BEGINNING
CALENDAR
HANGOVER
HOLIDAY

I

http://www.litline.oiw
The Independent Literary Co!]1Illunity consists of noncommercial literary presses and magazines,
literary centers, writers, who publish with noncommercial literary presses and magazines, service
organizations which sup~rt the community, and independent bookstores which are the chif
purveyors of noncommerc1al press books.
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EKEINOFS

Is your Internet connection so slow that you can smoke a stogie in the time it takes to load your start
page? Well, don't just aimlessly rage against the machine-get to the bottom of the mystery. Here
are two handy programs that will help shed light on the specific causes ofyour sluggish sessions. At
the Search prompt type: Turbo Browser 98 or TrayMenu.

It pay!!· to ad••ertise i11 the
Chronicle!
)55-2502

I
•

http://www.download.com/

Guns, tanks, and bombs were the principal weapons of World War II, but there were other, more
subtle, forms of warfare as well. Words, posters, and films waged a constant battle for the hearts and
minds of the American citizenry just as surely as military weapons engaged the enemy. Persuacfu\g
the American public became a wartime industry, almost as important as the manufacturing ofbullets
--and planes. This on-line exhibit features 33 posters from that era. ·

Stop by the Office of Counseling and Psychological
Services in the Commons Building or call 355-2213

0

Looking for information on the Sun or Lunar Prospector? NASA's Observation is a public access
site for Earth and space data. They have pictures of the Earth, planets, stars, and other cool stuff, as
well as the stories behind those images.

http://www.nara.gov/exha1Vpowers/powers.html

Feel like you're losing it?
Surfin' the Net. ..

http://observe.ivv.nasa.gov/nasa/core.shtml
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''Gift Baskets For All Occasions"
.'We specialize in 2?,p,ruince 'Baskg.ts

(614) 354-1220
1755 Poplar Street
Portsmouth, OH 45662

nrnmbn

•
[M e x i c a n R e st a u r a n ti
2141 Gallia Street, Portsmouth• 7 Days a Week• 11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
•

Dine-In • Carry Out • 614-3S3-S832

worth $1 gringo money
(excluding alcohoUc beveragea
.
. .I
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Classifieds and More
AD *$%#.•. BUY *$%#••• SELL *$%# .••

(GENERALLY, IT'S FULL OF *$%#)

To get your *$%# in here, simply fill out the coupon below.

,---------------. -----------------~

Earn MONEY and FREE
WANTED
I
-1
TRIPS!! Absolute B~t SPRING
__.,.
t
EXTRA INCOME FOR '97 BREAK Packages available!! WANTED: Old video games- I
student Atari, Coleco, etc. Call Wtlliam.
Earn $500- $1000 weekly stuff- INDIVIDUALS,
I
ing envelopes. Fordetails-RUSJ-l ORGANIZATIONS, or small {740) 858-4245, leave message.
CHJll Q
~:!!!..2~~
GROUPS
wanted!!
Call
$1.00 with SASE to:
J
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS
GROUP5
.I
WANTED: Lexmark color inkjet
at 1-800-327-6013
6547 N Academy Blvd.Dept N
·,
printer, model 1020. Will pay up
or http://www.icpt.com
Colorado Springs, Co. 80918
Got something you'd like to sell? Wanna see who does? Want to meet new people; find I
to $40 for good, used unit.
out if there is a place for you to live off campus? See it in here!
I
Contact Evan Fisher, 353-4259
FREE
T-SIDRT
+
$1000
I
EARN $750-$1500/WEEK
I
Raise all the money your student Credit card fundraisers for frater- or 353-3583.
I
group needs by sponsoring a Visa nities, sororities, & groups. Any
Low, low, low price of $0.20 / word!
I
FOR
SALE
Fundraiser on your campus. No campus organization can raise up
I
investment & very little time to$1000byeaminga whopping
I
needed. There's no obligation so $5.00NISA application. Call 1- COMICS FOR SALE. Inde- Your ad:
I
why not call for information today. 800-932-0528 ext 65. Qualified pendents, DC and others.Call
.I
callers recieve FREE T-SIHRT. Lori at (740) 355-2278.
Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95.

EMPLOYMENT

)k

~..-.

_________________________..___~,

TIJTC.:H.S ~EEI>EI>
The Student Success Center, now located in Massie Hall, needs more tutors. As a
current student at Shawnee State University you can be a tutor; you may tutor courses
that you have completed with an A or B grade, and for which you have faculty approval.
Tutoring is scheduled and takes place in the Student Success Center. Tutors are paid
minimum wage. The Student Success Center needs tutors for a wide range of classes:
Accounting, Anatomy, Biology, Chemistry, Computer and Core Courses, English,
History, Math, and more. If you are interested or want more infonnation, please stop by
the Student Success Center in Massie Hall.'

-----------------------------,I
I
-----------------------------1
--------------------------------1
name: - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - phone number: (

I
)______ - - - - 1
I

L _________________________________

• 1998 phone filing offers college -1 students twice the convenience
I

returns in about ten minutes,
using touch-tone phones. Each
package includes a simple
worksheet and a unique number
the filer keys in to
"sign" th(; return.
"TeleFile does
all of the calculations, and provides an acknowledgment number
as proofof filing.
It's easy, fast,
free, accurate,
and available 24
hours a day," Dixon said. She
added that using TeleFile also
means quicker refunds, usually
within about two weeks with di-

rect deposit into a bank account.
Students who do not receive
TeleFile packages should
consider another "e-file"-or
electronic filingoption for their
federal tax returns, Dixon said.
''Electronic filing
through a tax professional, or filing
from a personal
computer through
an on-line transmitterofferssome
of the same benefits as TeleFile:
a high degree of accuracy,
acknowledgment of filing, and
speedy refunds," Dixon said.

· Regardless of which fil_ing
option they choose, Dixon
encouragesallcollegestudentsto
use their permanent addresses,
and not their college addresses,
on their tax returns.
"Using your permanent
address can prevent an undeliverable refund, and ensure you .
receive a TeleFile package again
next year," she said.
Both the IRS and the Ohio
Department of TaxatiQn have
Internet sites for information
about this year's taxes. Ohio is
at http://www.state.oh.us/tax/,
andthelnternalRevenueService
is athttp://www.irs.ustreas.gov. ,

C!L.iJrnnirlt i\bu.ertising
Jnlittt

W
Stop by the >.ffice
ofCou e ngand
Psyc
ogical
Servic~,on First

Floor Commons or
call 5 2539.

hile we are pleased to serve you with
stories and features regarding students and
campus life, we must stress that the advertising
dollar is the key to a regularly published, quality
newspaper. As with larger college newspapers,
we are striving to run the Chronicle on ad sales
rather than budget~d university funding. Our
advertising prices are available and can be given
to any person or organization seeking ad space
with the Unive~sity Chronicle. Campus clubs and
organizations will be charged specially reduced
prices.
Thank you,
Lori Ferrell
UC I Editor-in-Chief

l

Bring ad to the basement of Facilities / Office Annex,
or call 355-2502 / 355-2278
.

CINCINNATI-The convenience of filing a tax return by
, telephone just doubled for thou~ands of Ohio college students.
This year, for the first time,
many Ohio residents will be able
to use the TeleFile ftle-by-phone
system for their Ohio state income
tax returns, as well as their
federal tax returns.
"Students should hold onto the
special TeleFile tax booklets they
receive in the mail," Internal
, Revenue Service spokesman Teri
Dixon said. ''Each package is that
individual's key to using TeleFile."
The nontransferable packages,
mailed in January, contain evecything students need to file their tax

I
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SSU Library

Hours

WINTER QUARTER 1998

-

Jan. 51 1998 - March 201 1928

MON
THUR
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

8:00 a.m.

8:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m.

-

10:00 p.m..
5:00 p.m.
6:00
p~~.;,
8:00 p.a.

-

.-1
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Petitions far

.

Jiomecoming
Qµeen/1\ing

SSU Night ·
at the

llt1ntington Blizzard

.are now avai{a6fe .in tfie ·

· Hockey Game

Office ofStudent .Jllctivities
·:Homecoming is
!{ebro.ary 7tfi

Jan~23rd .

.Tickets: $S.2S & $8'.2S
FR££ Transportation departing from UC at S:00 p.m.
Must ·reserve for transportation advance in the Office of
Student Aqtivities by January 21st at S:00 p.m.

'

Wednesday Night at the Movies
.

Now Showing

..

My Best Friend's
Wedding .

FREE IN CONCERT.

8 pm Jan. 29 in the
. University Center

Sponsored by the Student Programming Board
Valid SSU ID required

January 21st g:OO P.M.
Micklethwaite Banquet Hal
FREE Popcorn & Pop ·
*Valid SSU LD. Required
A Student Programming Boa~d (SPB) Event

